
Canelo Álvarez, a Mexican boxing sensation, has captivated the world with his remarkable talent

and relentless drive. Born on July 18, 1990, in Guadalajara, Mexico, Álvarez rose from humble

beginnings to become one of the most celebrated boxers of his generation.

From a young age, Álvarez displayed a natural aptitude for boxing, honing his skills in local gyms

under the guidance of his family. His dedication and determination paid off when he turned

professional at just 15 years old, embarking on a journey that would lead him to the pinnacle of

the sport.

Throughout his career, Álvarez has amassed an impressive record, defeating some of the

toughest opponents in the ring. His lightning-fast reflexes, devastating power punches, and

 impeccable technique have earned him numerous world titles in multiple weight divisions.

Beyond his achievements inside the ring, Álvarez is revered for his philanthropy and

commitment to giving back to his community. He has supported various charitable causes,

including providing aid to those affected by natural disasters and advocating for children's

education and healthcare.

In addition to his boxing prowess, Álvarez's charisma and charm have endeared him to fans

worldwide. Whether he's fighting in front of thousands at sold-out arenas or training tirelessly in

the gym, Álvarez's passion for the sport shines through, inspiring millions to pursue their dreams

with unwavering determination.

As he continues to write his legacy in the annals of boxing history, Canelo Álvarez stands as a

shining example of what can be achieved through hard work, perseverance, and a steadfast

belief in oneself. His journey from rags to riches serves as a testament to the power of resilience

and the pursuit of excellence.
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The Boxing Brilliance of Canelo Alvarez
You need to watch the video, read the article, and answer the questions given.



Vocabulary Questions 

1) “Born on July 18, 1990, in Guadalajara, Mexico, Álvarez rose from humble beginnings to

become one of the most celebrated boxers of his generation.”

What do you think humble beginnings means in this context?

2) “His dedication and determination paid off when he turned professional at just 15 years

old, embarking on a journey that would lead him to the pinnacle of the sport.”

What do you think pinnacle means in this context?

3) “His lightning-fast reflexes, devastating power punches, and impeccable technique have

earned him numerous world titles in multiple weight divisions.”

What do you think impeccable means in this context?

4) “Beyond his achievements inside the ring, Álvarez is revered for his philanthropy and

commitment to giving back to his community. “

What do you think philanthropy means in this context?



Comprehension Questions

1) Where was Canelo Álvarez born and what date?

2) At what age did Álvarez turn professional as a boxer?

3) What are some of Álvarez's notable boxing attributes?

4) How has Álvarez contributed to charitable causes?

5) What qualities besides his boxing skills have endeared Álvarez to fans?

6) What is one example of Álvarez's philanthropic efforts?

7) How does the article describe Álvarez's journey in the sport of boxing?

8) What message does Álvarez's story convey to others?

9) What impact has Álvarez had on the sport of boxing?

10) What qualities does Álvarez embody according to the article?



Vocabulary Answers

1) "Humble beginnings" refers to a person's starting point or early circumstances, typically

characterized by simplicity, modesty, or lack of material wealth or social status. It suggests

that someone started from a position of relative disadvantage or modest means before

achieving success or recognition. In the context of Canelo Álvarez's story, it likely refers to

his upbringing in a modest or financially humble environment before he became a

successful boxer.

2) "Pinnacle" refers to the highest point or peak of something, often used metaphorically

to describe the culmination or zenith of success, achievement, or excellence. It represents

the topmost level or the ultimate achievement in a particular field or endeavor. In the

context of Canelo Álvarez's career, reaching the "pinnacle of the sport" would mean

achieving the highest level of success and recognition in boxing.

3) "Impeccable" means without fault or flaw, characterized by perfection or excellence in

quality. It describes something that is flawless, faultless, or free from errors or mistakes. In

the context of describing Canelo Álvarez's technique, saying that he has "impeccable

technique" means that his boxing skills are flawless and executed with precision and

mastery.

4) "Philanthropy" refers to the practice of actively promoting the welfare of others,

typically by donating money, resources, or time to charitable causes or organizations. It

involves using one's wealth, influence, or skills for the betterment of society or to address

social issues such as poverty, education, healthcare, and environmental conservation.

Philanthropy is motivated by a desire to make a positive impact and improve the lives of

others, often without expecting anything in return.



Comprehension Answers

1) Where was Canelo Álvarez born and what date?

Answer: Canelo Álvarez was born on July 18, 1990, in Guadalajara, Mexico.

2) At what age did Álvarez turn professional as a boxer?

Answer: Álvarez turned professional at just 15 years old.

3) What are some of Álvarez's notable boxing attributes?

Answer: Álvarez is known for his lightning-fast reflexes, devastating power punches,

and impeccable technique.

4) How has Álvarez contributed to charitable causes?

Answer: Álvarez has supported various charitable causes, including providing aid to

those affected by natural disasters and advocating for children's education and

healthcare.

5) What qualities besides his boxing skills have endeared Álvarez to fans?

Answer: Besides his boxing skills, Álvarez's charisma and charm have endeared him to

fans worldwide.

6) What is one example of Álvarez's philanthropic efforts?

Answer: One example of Álvarez's philanthropic efforts is his support for children's

education and healthcare.

7) How does the article describe Álvarez's journey in the sport of boxing?

Answer: The article describes Álvarez's journey as rising from humble beginnings to

becoming one of the most celebrated boxers of his generation.

8) What message does Álvarez's story convey to others?

Answer: Álvarez's story conveys a message of the power of hard work, perseverance,

and belief in oneself to achieve success.

9) What impact has Álvarez had on the sport of boxing?

Answer: Álvarez has had a significant impact on the sport of boxing, earning numerous

world titles in multiple weight divisions and inspiring millions with his passion and

dedication.

10) What qualities does Álvarez embody according to the article?

Answer: According to the article, Álvarez embodies qualities such as resilience,

determination, and the pursuit of excellence.


